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Abstract

Background: Unfractionated heparin (UFH), is an anticoagulant drug considered a high-risk medication in that an excessive
dose can cause bleeding, while an insufficient dose can lead to a recurrent embolic event. Following initiation of intravenous
(IV) UFH, the therapeutic response is monitored using a measure of blood clotting time known as the activated partial
thromboplastin time (aPTT). Clinicians iteratively adjust the dose of UFH to a target aPTT range, with the usual therapeutic
target range between 60 to 100 seconds.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop and validate a ML algorithm to predict, aPTT within 12 hours after a specified
bolus and maintenance dose of UFH.

Methods: This was a retrospective cohort study of 3273 episodes of care from January 2017 to August 2020 using data collected
from electronic health records (EHR) of five hospitals in Queensland, Australia. Data from four hospitals were used to build and
test ensemble models using cross validation, while the data from the fifth hospital was used for external validation. Modelling
was performed using H2O Driverless AI® an automated ML tool, and 17 different experiments were conducted in an iterative
process to optimise model accuracy.

Results: In predicting aPTT, the best performing experiment produced an ensemble with 4x LightGBM models with a root mean
square error (RMSE) of 31.35. This dataset was re-purposed as a multi-classification task (sub-therapeutic, therapeutic, and supra-
therapeutic aPTT result) and achieved a 59.9% accuracy and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of
0.735. External validation yielded similar results: RMSE of 30.52 +/- 1.29 for the prediction model, and accuracy of 56.8% +/-
3.15 and AUC of 0.724 for the multi-classification model.

Conclusions: According to our knowledge, this is the first study of ML applied to IV UFH dosing that has been developed and
externally validated in a multisite adult general medical inpatient setting. We present the processes of data collection,
preparation, and feature engineering for purposes of replication.
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An ensemble model for predicting therapeutic response
to unfractionated heparin therapy

Abstract 
Background: Unfractionated  heparin  (UFH),  is  an  anticoagulant  drug  considered  a  high-risk
medication in that an excessive dose can cause bleeding, while an insufficient dose can lead to a
recurrent embolic event. Following initiation of intravenous (IV) UFH, the therapeutic response is
monitored using a measure of blood clotting time known as the activated partial thromboplastin time
(aPTT).  Clinicians  iteratively  adjust  the  dose  of  UFH  to  a  target  aPTT range,  with  the  usual
therapeutic target range between 60 to 100 seconds.
Objective: The aim of this study was to develop and validate a ML algorithm to predict,  aPTT
within 12 hours after a specified bolus and maintenance dose of UFH.
Methods: This was a retrospective cohort study of 3273 episodes of care from January 2017 to
August  2020  using  data  collected  from  electronic  health  records  (EHR)  of  five  hospitals  in
Queensland, Australia. Data from four hospitals were used to build and test ensemble models using
cross validation, while the data from the fifth hospital was used for external validation. Modelling
was performed using H2O Driverless AI® an automated ML tool, and 17 different experiments were
conducted in an iterative process to optimise model accuracy.
Results:  In  predicting  aPTT,  the  best  performing  experiment  produced  an  ensemble  with  4x
LightGBM models with a root mean square error (RMSE) of 31.35. This dataset was re-purposed as
a  multi-classification  task  (sub-therapeutic,  therapeutic,  and  supra-therapeutic  aPTT result)  and
achieved a 59.9% accuracy and area under the receiver operating characteristic  curve (AUC) of
0.735. External validation yielded similar results: RMSE of 30.52 +/- 1.29 for the prediction model,
and accuracy of 56.8% +/- 3.15 and AUC of 0.724 for the multi-classification model. 
Conclusions: According to our knowledge, this is the first study of ML applied to IV UFH dosing
that  has  been  developed  and  externally  validated  in  a  multisite  adult  general  medical  inpatient
setting. We present the processes of data collection, preparation, and feature engineering for purposes
of replication.
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Introduction 
Unfractionated heparin (UFH) is a parenteral anticoagulant used for preventing and treating arterial
and  venous  thromboembolic  diseases  [1,  2].  UFH  consists  of  a  heterogenous  mixture  of
polysaccharides with varying molecular lengths and weights, therefore direct monitoring of serum
drug concentrations to guide optimal dosing is not possible  [3, 4]. Instead, a surrogate of bleeding
time the activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) is used to monitor dose-dependent response
[5]. The initial dose of UFH is estimated by clinicians with an aim to achieve a defined therapeutic
aPTT range. Future doses are continually adjusted to maintain this range (TR)  [6-8], which varies
depending on the therapeutic indication [1]. An aPTT value below the TR (sub-therapeutic) is linked
to reduced efficacy (high probability of recurrent thromboembolic events), while values above TR
(supra-therapeutic) are linked to bleeding [9, 10]. For patients with life-threatening thromboembolic
events, clinicians aim to rapidly achieve a therapeutic aPTT and maintain a TR for the duration of
UFH therapy. In the hospital setting, UFH therapy commences with a bolus (loading) dose and an
aPPT is quantified within 12 hours [1, 6]. This result guides further dosing and clinicians often rely
on dosing nomograms.
UFH is  an  extremely  complex and difficult  drug to  dose.  The UFH molecules  distribute  freely
throughout the body and bind to many physiological sites including clotting factors, endothelial cells
and  macrophages  [4].  It  is  then  eliminated  via  number  of  physiological  pathways.  This  creates
marked  variation  in  its  pharmacokinetics  and  the  dose  response  between  patients.  There  is  no
standardised  one  dose  fits  all  strategy,  and  hence  weight-based  dose  formulae  (units/kg)  and
nomograms are used for optimal dosing [6, 8, 11]. Despite the use of nomograms, it is difficult to
maintain a TR which places patient at risk. For example, excessive dosing may result in up to 5.5%
of patients suffering a bleeding event  [12]. Studies evaluating metrics of safety and effectiveness
such as time to TR, percentage of patients within TR and time within TR have demonstrated an
inability to predict optimal dosing with confidence [13-15]. The time to TR after initiation of UFH
can be as long as 60 hours in some studies, and a recent local study of 200 patients showed a median
time to TR of 36 hours [16]. In another study, only 29% of patients had two consecutives therapeutic
aPTTs [15] for the duration of treatment. Even in large clinical trials with strict patient monitoring,
the percentage of subjects attaining aPTT in TR within 48 hours is less than 50% [17-19]. Clearly,
many factors influence bodily response to UFH which are independent of  body weight, and which
are not accounted for in current dosing strategies [7]. 
Machine learning (ML) is  a  subset  of  artificial  intelligence (AI)  that  identifies  patterns  in  large
datasets and encodes them into models for making predictions on new data [20, 21]. ML has great
potential for providing decision support tools in modern healthcare [20, 22-24] which are developed
using the large volumes of digitised patient data contained within electronic health records (EHR)
[25-27]. In optimal dosing of UFH, ML methods can be used to develop models that make accurate
predictions for the target aPTT in response to UFH therapy. However, there have been few studies to
date on how to use ML to optimise dosing of UFH [28]. A recent systematic review [28] identified a
total of eight studies using ML for UFH. From these four studies predicted aPTT [29-32],one study
[33] reported  out  of  TR  surrogates  for  aPTT  including  bleeding  and  clotting  events,  and  the
remaining three studies [34-36] evaluated UFH dosing in haemodialysis patients  [37]. To date five
studies  [29, 30, 32, 33, 36] have been conducted in the intensive care units (ICU) of US hospitals
using retrospective data, and three studies in the dialysis setting [34-36]. 
A variety of modelling approaches were reported. Four studies reported supervised learning methods
including random forests, adaptive boosting, extreme gradient boosting, and Neural Networks  [30,
32, 34, 36]. One study used an unsupervised approach to approach to train the model which was then
fine-tuned using a supervised approach [34]. Three studies also used regression analysis [29, 30, 34],
Two studies used reinforcement learning approach to develop their models [33, 36]. One study [31]
compared neural networks with NONMEM (nonlinear mixed effects modelling) methods. Studies
reported a wide range of performance metrics comprising accuracy, precision, recall, area under the
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curve (AUC), F1 score (a combination of precision and recall), and coincidence rates. The study by
Su et al. reported the best model accuracy at 88% [32]. Ghassemi et al. have reported two studies on
modelling  for  prediction  of  UFH  dosing,  with  one  study  reporting  a  model  developed  using
multinomial  regression  (MR)  to  predict  sub-  and  supratherapeutic  aPTT  which  had  superior
performance to ML methods [29, 30]. Their later work explored four modelling methods including
reinforcement  learning  and  neural  networks  with  modest  accuracy  ranging  from  56%  to  60%.
Overall,  the MR model outperformed the ML methods and was a more appealing model due to
clinical  interpretability,  which  is  important  in  the  context  of  implementation  and  stakeholder
engagement. All studies provided limited reporting for reproducibility and except for one study by
Smith et al. [31], none were validated in a new cohort. 
Most recently Li et al. [38] reported the development and validation of a multiclass aPTT model and
subsequent dose prediction application, for use in the ICU setting, using a shallow neural network
approach.  This  was  a  multicentre  study  using  retrospective  data  from  US  based  ICUs
(Multiparameter  Intelligent  Monitoring in  Intensive Care -  MIMIC) and data  from a hospital  in
Beijing, China. The top five features for both datasets included total UFH dose, a patient’s baseline
aPTT, patient weight, total UFH administered, serum creatinine and age. The model reported similar
performance metrics to prior studies with an F1 score of 0.887 – 0.925. As with prior work, the study
population  was  limited  to  ICU patients  and may  not  be  generalisable  to  other  clinical  settings.
Furthermore, whilst the study did inform the user on increasing or decreasing the UFH it did not
provide guidance on exact dose changes which clinicians desire at the point of care. 
As evidenced by a recent systematic review [28], no identified models had their impact evaluated
within routine clinical practice and research remains limited and of variable quality. In this body of
work, we aimed to develop a model that could be used in hospital general medical and surgical
wards, and which overcome limitations of previous studies with regards to methods, reporting and
external validation.

Methods
Figure 1 depicts the data flow and architecture of this project which is split into five phases. Phase
one outlines the data collection in which data files were extracted from EHRs from the five hospitals,
of which four were used in model development and the fifth retained for external validation. In phase
two, the two datasets went through the same phase two transformations and mapping process (data
blending and imputation), except the clusters built using the training dataset were used unchanged in
the validation dataset to prevent outcome leakage where parts of the training data used to create a
model  are  not  available  at  the  time  of  prediction.  After  data  blending,  we  conducted  feature
engineering in phase three, which again was applied to both datasets using the same process. The
outputs from the feature engineering workflow were two fact tables: the engineered training data,
which was inputted into the H2O driverless AI tool to build the ML models (phase four), and the
validation data used to validate the model predictions (phase five). The same pipeline structure, as in
Figure 1, was applied in developing and validating a regression model to predict the exact aPTT
value,  and  a  multi-class  model  to  predict  the  aPTT  class  (sub-therapeutic,  therapeutic,  supra-
therapeutic), with minor differences in data blending to prepare the outcome columns. 
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Figure 1. Experiment setup including training and validation processes. CSV: comma separated values file,

GCUH: Gold Coast University Hospital, ML: machine learning.

Dataset Preparation

Data Collection 
EHR data were collected retrospectively between 2017 and 2020 on consecutive admissions to five
digital hospitals in Queensland, Australia, in which UFH was administered for therapeutic treatment
of  acute  thromboembolic  disease  or  substitution  for  usual  maintenance  anticoagulation.  Model
development and external validation were undertaken within the Clinical Informatics Division of
Metro South Health (MSH), Queensland, Australia. We collected data on UFH that was prescribed
using a power-plan, which is a decision support pathway for specific clinical scenarios that facilitates
timely ordering of  laboratory tests,  medication prescribing,  and interdisciplinary communication.
Four  adult-specific  power-plans  that  MSH clinicians  use  and  which  were  employed  to  identify
patients eligible for study inclusion were; acute coronary syndrome (ACS); deep vein thrombosis
(DVT)  /  pulmonary  embolism  (PE);  bridging  therapy  for  other  anticoagulants  (warfarin
replacement);  and low target range aPTT for neurosurgical patients. For every power plan,  UFH
administration is recorded in the ‘medication administration record (MAR)’ within EHR. This initial
patient cohort was then filtered based on selection criteria defined by clinician authors as follows:

 Inclusion criteria: adult patients administered a UFH bolus dose and a maintenance infusion
for more than 48 hours and have a power-plan documented. and aPTT result must have been
recorded within 12 hours of the UFH bolus dose.

 Exclusion criteria: ICU patients as ICUs use different electronic prescribing software which
is not linked to the general EHR system in MSH. 

A total of 2783 hospital admissions were identified involving 2470 patients at the 4 hospitals in MSH
whose data were used for model development (MD), and 490 hospital admissions involving 451
patients at the hospital where data were used for external validation (EV). 
We next  determined  the  data  tables  to  be  collected  from EHRs and generated  an  initial  list  of
features. Using previous studies in the literature, and content expertise of collaborating clinicians, we
identified 15 data tables to collect which were intentionally inclusive at this stage, while recognising
some would be removed later if found to be irrelevant or data was incomplete. Appendix 1 lists the
tables  showing  the  number  of  features  extracted  from  each  table  before  and  after  the  feature
engineering phase. 
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Data Blending and Imputation
Using identifier codes of enrolled patients, an aPTT fact table was built by blending UFH bolus dose
administration  with  subsequent  aPTT  assay  results.  The  rules  for  inclusion  were  defined  in
collaboration  between  data  scientists  and  clinician  researchers,  to  be  consistent  with  existing
literature and to eliminate data noise and ensure data consistency. The following rules were applied: 

 A UFH bolus dose was included if it was a de novo (first) dose or was administered after at
least  6  hours  following  prior  UFH  therapy  cessation  (equal  to  approximately  5  UFH
elimination half-life to ensure no drug remained) [39].

 aPTT results recorded for the first time after 12 hours of the UFH bolus dose were considered
invalid.

 UFH  maintenance  infusions  (maintenance  dose)  were  considered  invalid  if  it  was  not
administered or the IV infusion was completed, stopped, or paused more than 1 hour prior to
aPTT testing [40].

The  generation  of  the  aPTT fact  table  is  depicted  in  Figure  2.  The  data  blending  process  was
completed in 6 steps and used patient identifiers and recorded timestamps to connect and filter the
data records.  The blending process  was made to  satisfy the  inclusion/exclusion rules  previously
defined, resulting in a dataset  of 2,158 records for the MD dataset and 236 records for the EV
dataset.

Figure 2. UFH and aPTT tables blending.

Table 1. Features identified during blending of aPTT and UFH administration data

Feature Description
BASELINE APTT aPTT result preceding the current (target) aPTT 
BASELINE  APTT
MINUTES

Time (in minutes) between the baseline aPTT and target aPTT

UFH BOLUS MINUTES Time (in minutes) between the bolus dose and target aPTT
UFH  MAINTENANCE
MINUTES

Time (in minutes) between the maintenance start and target aPTT

During the blending of UFH and aPTT data, several features were identified based on clinician input
as listed in Table 1. For the other tables (Appendix 1), we excluded all records documented after the
time the target aPTT had been performed, as derived from the fact table. Looking at the counts we
decided to exclude three tables as having insufficient numbers of examples to incorporate into the
model, with each having less than 10% of the total records in the fact table. During the blending
process, we first identified columns of interest in each of the remaining tables. For some features
such as age and sex, data were added to the aPTT fact table with minor or no processing. Other
features,  to  be  useful,  required  data  to  be  aggregated,  grouped,  or  converted  in  some way.  For
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example,  a  less  granular  mapping  was  applied  to  166 distinct  order  catalogs  of  medications  to
categorise them into medication classes. However, during modelling, only the antimicrobial group
was used due to uneven distributions across the dataset for the other groups. A complete feature list
with details of applied processing is included in Appendix 2.
Dealing with missing data was the next step after blending all identified tables into a single fact
table, as described in Table 2. In general, we used clinician expertise to decide on the imputation
methods for achieving the most accurate representation of missing values. Imputing missing baseline
aPTT (refer to Table 1) assumed a normal physiological aPTT value of 30 seconds on the basis of
literature  [41] and the median result derived from our training dataset. Missing values of patient
height  and weight  were imputed to  the mean value of the cohort  after  grouping using age (bin
interval of 10 years), and gender. 

Table 2. Missing data handling. Appendix 2 table provide more details on all features and definitions.

Features Imputation

Baseline  aPTT,  and
Baseline aPTT minutes

Missing values and values completed more than 24 hours prior to UFH Bolus
administration  were  imputed  to  30  secs,  while  baseline  aPTT minutes  are
imputed to 1440 (24 hours) minutes for those records. 

Weight and Height
Encounters with no measurements were imputed to the averages for their age,
marital status, and gender.

Vital signs features
If the results are missing or occurred more than 12 hours prior to the target
aPTT they are imputed using centroid values of k-means clustering with k=10 .

Pathology results
If the results are missing or occurred more than 1 week prior to the target aPTT
they are imputed using k-means clustering using centroid value with k=10.

Waterlow  score  and
ADLs

Imputed to 0 where missing or older than one week prior to target aPTT

Feature Engineering 
In this  phase,  the blended and imputed aPTT fact table  was used initially  to  conduct univariate
analysis and data visualisation which aimed to inform decisions around building new features and
transforming data. However, this process was not separate from data modelling; rather, it was an
iterative process where ML models were built on initial features which changed and evolved, thus
serving  as  new  feature  inputs  to  the  next  cycle  of  modelling.  Appendix  2  lists  the  Pearson
correlations and p-values between features and outcome on our aPTT fact table.
Table  3  summarises  the  demographic  data  and  important  features  most  relevant  to  the  blended
(training)  dataset  according  to  the  aPTT outcome class.  The  sub-therapeutic  class  demonstrated
lower and less variation in baseline aPTT values prior to infusion (mean 33 secs, standard deviation
[SD] = 10.3 secs vs 37.3 sec, 11.1 secs vs. 40.2 secs, 11 secs) and had lower UFH maintenance
infusion rates (mean 5700 units/hr, SD = 4706 units/hr vs. 7232 units/hr, 4756 units/hr vs. 8321
units/hr, 5233 units/hr) compared to therapeutic and supratherapeutic categories respectively. The
sub-therapeutic  category also had a  lower time between UFH bolus  and the  target  aPTT result,
reflecting the need for more frequent monitoring and up-titration of the maintenance infusion in
order to achieve TR. UFH bolus doses were comparable across all categories as expected based on
standardised bolus dosing order sentences embedded within the EHR ordering system.

Table 3: Baseline characteristics of training dataset split by activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) class.

*SD=standard deviation

Feature Sub- Therapeutic Supra- Total
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Therapeutic
aPTT

<70 seconds

aPTT
70-100 seconds

Therapeutic
aPTT

>100 seconds

Count (%)

  All Records 1072 (49.7%) 498 (23.1%) 588 (27.2%) 2158

  Gender: Male 765 (51.9%) 349 (23.7%) 359 (24.4%) 1472 (68.2%)

  Gender: Female 307 (44.9%) 149 (21.7%) 229 (33.4%) 686 (31.8%)

  Diagnosis:  Acute
Coronary

337 (53.1%) 146 (23%) 152 (23.9%) 635 (29.4%)

  Diagnosis: VTE 212 (50.6%) 92 (22%) 115 (27.4%) 419 (19.4%)

Mean (SD)

  Age 64.8 (14.9) 67.6 (13.2) 67.4 (14.8) 65.8 (14.6)

  Weight 90.5 (29.7) 87.1 (23.8) 83.6 (22.2) 87.8 (26.7)

  Baseline aPTT 33 (10.3) 37.3 (11.1) 40.2 (11) 36 (11.1) 

  UFH bolus dose 4673 (1481) 4702 (1399) 4797 (1494) 4713 (1467) 

  UFH  Maintenance
(units) 

5700 (4706) 7232 (4756) 8321 (5233) 6767 (4993) 

  Time  between  UFH
bolus  and  aPTT
(minutes)

330.5 (178.7) 394.5 (98.5) 399.8 (104.4) 364.1(149) 

A significant finding in this phase was the weak correlation between UFH bolus dose and the target
aPTT result compared to the much stronger correlation with the UFH maintenance dose (Pearson’s
coefficient of 0.044 vs. 0.251). In Figure 3a, the UFH bolus dosing has been segmented by the type
of power-plan the patient received and reveals a linear function with weight, reflecting the use of
weight-based  dosing  by  clinicians,  and  which  varied  according  to  the  embolic  indication.
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Consequently, the most frequent bolus dose administered was 5,000 units (ACS), 8,000 units (DVT/
PE),  5000 units  (warfarin  replacement)  and 2,500 units  and for  low target  dosing,  reflective  of
nomogram dose capping. This dose capping is in accordance with state-wide guidelines which were
applied based on the indication for UFH. For example, for DVT/PE the maximum bolus dose is 8000
units for an 80 units/Kg bolus dose and a 1500 U/h for an 18 U/kg/h infusion. In ACS the maximum
bolus is 5000 units for a 60 units /Kg bolus and 1000 U/h for a 12units/kg /hour  [42]. As a result,
there was very little correlation between bolus dose and target aPTT as the former was constant for
many patients treated using a power plan. 

Figure 3. a. Weight based UFH bolus doses according to different power-plans. b. Plot graph for UFH bolus

dose and target aPTT result, colors show time in hours between the two.

Figure  3b  shows  a  scatter  plot  reflecting  the  relationship  between  UFH  bolus  dose  and  the
corresponding target aPTT result according to time interval between the two (grouped by 2-hour
intervals). The majority of aPTT tests were done between 4 and 8 hours after the bolus dose, and
many of the aPTT results below 50 seconds occurred when the bolus dose was administered within 2
hours of the test (orange), at which time the full effect of the dose has not been realised. The time
between  bolus  dose  and  aPTT contributed  to  a  modelling  feature  (UFH bolus  time  calculated)
whereby the bolus dose was divided by the minutes between the bolus dose and subsequent aPTT. 

Figure 4. Frequencies of target aPTT results with bin size = 20
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The target aPTT result showed a distribution heavily skewed to the right (Figure 4) and containing
outliers which negatively impact the performance of a regression model. While several statistical
methods, such as quadratic mean learning [43] can be used to correct for this, we chose, on the basis
of clinician expertise, to reduce the negative impact of skewness by imputing values to 30 seconds if
they fell below 30 seconds and imputing values to 150 seconds if they exceeded 150 seconds. Other
data visualisations and modifications relevant to the modelling are outlined in Appendix 3. 
Four calculated features were introduced, the first one was the UFH maintenance dose where, unlike
the single bolus dose administration, cumulative maintenance dose was derived based on the total
units in the syringe, infusion period, and total infusion time before target aPTT test was performed,
excluding any stoppage periods of the infusion. 

UF HMaintinance=UFH syringe ¿¿Total infusion period × (infusion time−infusion stop )¿

The (UFH syringe size) standard amount contained in a syringe was 25,000 units, and this, together
with the total time for the syringe to be emptied with no interruption, indicated the infusion rate as
the number of UFH units  infused per minute.  The second part  of the equation (infusion time –
infusion stop) aimed to calculate exact period of infusion in minutes.  The three other calculated
features are: body size, UFH bolus time, and UFH bolus time and body size as calculated in the
following equations:
¿Weight
Height

UFH Bolus Time=
UFH Bolus Dose

Time ¿
aPTT ¿

UFH Bolus Time∧¿¿UFH BolusTime

Finally, we added a cosine cyclical transformation of aPTT time to build 3 features representing
aPTT day of the week, hour of day, and month of year. At the end of this phase we ended up with 93
features in the aPTT fact table.

Data Transformation
Depending  on  data  distributions,  continuous  variables  were  scaled  using  the  Yeo-Johnson
transformation from the SciPy Python library [44] or a Min-Max transformation. The Yeo-Johnson
power transformation [45] was defined by: 

ψ ( λ , y )={
(( y+1 )

λ
−1 ) / λ ,∧λ ≠ 0 , y ≥0

log ( y+1 ) ,∧λ=0 , y≥ 0

−( (− y+1 )
2−λ

−1 )/ (2− λ ) ,∧λ ≠ 2 , y<0
−log (− y+1 ) ,∧λ=2 , y<0

where y is a list of numbers, and  λ  (lambda) is the transformer whose value is determined by the
model  to  maximise the log-likelihood function.  Details  about  transformation method applied for
every feature are provided in the Appendix 2.

Feature importance 
The model relied on 93 features, some well-established as influencing response to UFH such as
weight and baseline aPTT, with others first identified in this experiment of which the most important
was the time between when the bolus dose was administered and when the aPTT was measured
(Figure 5). The bolus dose time, baseline aPTT, age and bolus dose were also relatively important.
Weight, body size, and haematological and biochemical parameters, including serum creatinine as a
measure of renal function, also made it to the top 20 features.
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Figure 5: Top 10 features by relative importance

Modelling
In this phase, two models were developed: a regression model for predicting the target aPTT result,
and a multi-classification model for predicting aPTT class as sub-therapeutic, therapeutic, or supra-
therapeutic. To identify the optimal model in each case, several models were iteratively tested, with
each iteration evaluated using 3-fold cross validation involving 67/33 data splits where all  cases
could be used for both model training and internal validation. Cross-validation was repeated 3 times
to  ensure  the  validation  metrics  were  robust,  since  training  datasets  were  relatively  small.  The
predictive metrics of all iterations were averaged to obtain an overall result for that model. 
The modelling process was completed using H2O Driverless AI software, which automates model
validation, tuning, and selection to achieve an accuracy level equivalent to manually built models.
The tool also performed an iterative feature evolution process during modelling to discover new
features using a genetic algorithm to search the large feature engineering space. Some examples of
this process were:

 Cluster distance, where clusters were selected based on numeric columns and the distance to
a specific cluster was used as a new feature.

 Truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) where a TSVD model is trained on selected
numeric columns and the components of the TSVD matrix are used as new features.

Results

Ensemble Regression Model
We built an ensemble regression model to predict aPTT values within 12 hours of UFH bolus dose.
The optimised performance metric was the root mean squared error (RMSE), which takes the square
root values of the difference between the predicted and actual result for each record, then sums these
values and derives an average value from which the square root is taken. A value of zero represents
perfect predictive accuracy. Other reported metrics are mean absolute error (MAE) and coefficient of
determination (R2).

RMSE=√∑i=1

N

( ŷ i− y i )
2

N

MAE=

∑
i=1

N

( ŷ i− y i )

N
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R2
=1−

∑
i=1

N

( y i− ŷ i )
2

∑
i=1

N

( y i− ý )
2

where N is the number of records, y is the outcome column,  ý  in mean value of  y , and  ŷ  is the
predicted column of y. 
During  this  experiment,  1,126  alternative  models  were  trained,  including  constant  predictions,
LightGBM  [46] and XGBoost  [47] algorithms, and ensemble models. After the feature evolution
process, the 93 original features turned into 188 features, with the contributing features on every
model automatically selected by the H2O Driverless AI tool during the training process. The best
performing model was an ensemble of 4x Light GBM models that were linearly blended. LightGBM
is a gradient boosting framework that uses tree-based learning algorithms  [46]. Table 4 shows the
description and selected list of the LightGBM hyperparameters. 

Id Model Type Model
Weight

Fitted
Features

Feature
Fraction

Max
Leaves

Learning
Rate

Max Bins Lambda
L1 

Lambda
L2

0 LightGBM 0.3333 65 0.6 16 0.01 128 0 0.5
1 LightGBM 0.1042 69 0.6 16 0.01 128 0 0.5
2 LightGBM 0.1667 95 0.8 64 0.01 256 0 10
3 LightGBM 0.3958 134 0.4 16 0.01 64 0 2

Table 4: Descriptions of contributing models in the final regression ensemble model.

We built several baseline regression models against which the performance of the H2O Driverless
AI® ensemble model was compared. For all these baseline models we used the same set of features
used to build the ensemble model, except for those evolved during the modelling process by the H2O
Driverless AI® tool. The first baseline model was built using the tool, but as a single model rather
than ensemble.  The best  model  returned by the tool  was a  XGBoost  model.  The other  baseline
models  were  developed  using  Python,  where  we  tested  four  different  linear  regression  models:
Ridge, Lasso, ElasticNet, and the default Linear regression implementation. The performance metrics
of our ensemble and all baseline models are listed in Table 5, showing the H2O Driverless AI®
ensemble model had best performance with RMSE = 31.35. In addition, the H2O Driverless AI®
baseline model outperformed all other linear regression Python based models because the tool tested
several algorithms, as previously mentioned, and evolved additional features during the modelling
process. 

Tool Model MAE RMSE R2

H2O DAI FINAL ENSEMBLE MODEL 24.61 31.35 0.355
H2O DAI XGBoost 25.51 32.33 0.31
SKlearn* Linear Regression 26.89 33.8 0.244
SKlearn Ridge Regression 26.93 33.79 0.244
SKlearn Lasso Regression 26.93 33.68 0.249
SKlearn Elasticnet Regression 27.15 33.72 0.247

Table 5: Performance of regression models for predicting aPTT results. *SKLearn: A machine learning library

in Python.

Ensemble Multi-Classification Model
We built a multi-classification model using the same training dataset to predict the target aPTT class,
where  aPTT<70  seconds  was  considered  sub-therapeutic,  aPTT  between  70-100  seconds  was
therapeutic, and aPTT>100 seconds was supra-therapeutic. In this modelling process we optimised
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accuracy and reported  on  several  other  metrics  relevant  to  multi-classification  including macro-
precision, macro-recall, macro-F1 score, and macro average one class vs rest classes (OVR) AUCs
[48].

Accuracy=

∑
k=1

K

M k ,k

∑
i=1

K

∑
k=1

K

Mi , k

Macro Precision=

∑
k=1

K

Precisionk

K
, Precisionk=

TPk

TP k+FP k

Macro Recall=
∑
k=1

K

Recallk

K
, Recallk=

TPk

TPk+FN k

Macro F 1 Score=
2 × Macro Precision× Macro Recall

Macro Precision−1
+Macro Recall−1

Macro AUC=

∑
k=1

K

AUCk ,rest k

K

where K is the number of classes, and M is the confusion matrix. The presented model was selected
out of 457 different models trained and tested using the H2O Driverless AI® tool. Similar to the
regression  models,  the  tool  tested  constant  predictions,  LightGBM  [46] and  XGBoost  [47]
algorithms, and ensemble models. The evolved and original features used in the modelling process
totalled 2196 features, and the best performing model was a linear blend ensemble of 4 different
models with different weights, 2 XGBoost models and 2 LightGBM models (Table 6). 

Id Model Type Model
Weight

Fitted
Features

Feature
Fraction

Max
Leaves

Learning
Rate

Max Bins Lambda
L1 

Lambda
L2

0 XGBoost 0.3067 1900 0.2 8 0.01 128 0 0.5
1 XGBoost 0.2 1914 0.5 8 0.01 256 0 5
2 LightGBM 0.4 78 0.6 16 0.01 64 0 0.5
3 LightGBM 0.0933 183 0.8 64 0.01 256 0 0

Table 6: Descriptions of contributing models in the final multi-classification ensemble model.

The performance metrics of the ensemble multi-classification model and baseline models built using
SKLearn library on Python are presented in Table 7, with the ensemble model showing superior
performance across all metrics, with an accuracy of 0.599 and macro F1 score of 0.613. The simple
logistic regression model on Python was the second-best performer, highlighting the efficiency of
using auto ML tools for performing features engineering, evolution, and model tuning and blending.
Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix for the ensemble model, demonstrating very good accuracy
(88.0%)  for  the  sub-therapeutic  class  aPTT<70,  intermediate  accuracy  (51.2%)  for  the  supra-
therapeutic  class  aPTT>100,  and  poor  accuracy  (9.8%)  for  the  therapeutic  class  aPTT 70-100
seconds. The much lower accuracy for the lattermost class is most likely a result of class imbalance
due to underrepresentation of the therapeutic class in the dataset. Nevertheless, predicting patient at
risk of recurrent thromboembolic events from under-dosing or at risk of bleeding from over-dosing is
important to clinicians and patients. 
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Tool Model Accuracy Macro
Precision

Macro
Recall

Macro F1-
Score

Macro
AUC

H2O DAI FINAL ENSEMBLE MODEL 0.599 0.554 0.686 0.613 0.735
SKlearn LogisticRegression 0.562 0.51 0.56 0.52 0.691
SKlearn LogisticRegression with RFE* 0.557 0.49 0.56 0.5 0.687
SKlearn SVM* – Linear SVC* 0.535 0.51 0.54 0.517 0.679
SKlearn SVM – Polynomial SVC 0.451 0.46 0.45 0.457 0.614

Table 7: Performance of multi-classification models in predicting aPTT class. SVM: Support Vector Machine,

SVC: Support Vector Classifier, RFE: Recursive Feature Elimination.

Figure 6: Multi-classification confusion matrix

External Validation
As  previously  mentioned,  external  validation  was  performed  using  data  obtained  from  patient
records at GCUH which had exact schema and tables structure as the training set. The final dataset
comprised 236 records after applying the same inclusion/exclusion criteria applied to the training
dataset. We used the method proposed by Archer et al. [49] for calculating the sample size sufficient
to validate the proposed model and achieve a pre-selected target for the confidence interval (CI) of
R-squared. The equation for this calculation is as follows: 

n=Max ( 4 R2 (1−R2 )
2

SER2

2 ,
var (Y i ) (1−R2)

SECITL
2 ,

λcal
2 (1−R2 )

SEλ cal

2 R2 +1 , MMOE=√ Max (
χ

1−
a
2

,n−1

2

n−1
,

n−1

χ a
2

,n−1

2 ))
R2

=1−(
var (Y i−Y PREDi)

var (Y i ) )
where R2 is the proportion of outcome variation calculated from the proposed model in our external
validation experiment (R2 = 0.365), SE stands for the standard error, for which we used the value
0.051 for SER

2 to achieve a CI of 90% [49]. The variance in our EV dataset (var(Yi) = 1472), and we
estimated an acceptable value for (SECITL = 4.16). CITL stands for calibration-in-the-large, to keep
the prediction spread in the range of ±12.5. For the third part of the equation, we choose a calibration
value (λcal = 1) as recommended by the authors, and (SEλcal = 0.1) to achieve a CI of 90%. The last
part  of  the  equation  is  multiplicative  margin  of  error  (MMOE) within  10% margin  of  error,  as
recommended by the authors.  The equation generated a  sample size of  at  least  235 participants
(Table 8) which was achieved.  
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4 R2 (1−R2 )
2

SER2

2

var (Y i ) (1−R2 )

SECITL
2

λcal
2 (1−R2 )

SEλcal

2 R2 +1
MMOE n

226 225 175 235 235

Table 8. Calculating minimum size of external validation dataset

We subjected  our  proposed  ensemble  models  trained  and  built  using  data  from the  four  MSH
hospitals for external validation. First, we scored the regression model to predict aPTT values, with
Figure 7 depicting a plot chart comparing actual with predicted values. The RMSE score on the
validation  dataset  was 30.52 (95% confidence  interval  CI  29.23 -  31.81).  which  compares  well
against the RMSE of the training set cross validation of 31.35.

Figure 7. Actual vs predicted aPTT results

For the multi-classification ensemble model, the validation set returned an accuracy of 56.8% (95%
CI 53.8%-59.8%) and an AUC of 0.724 (95%CI 0.714-0.734), which also compares favourably with
the corresponding values for the training set cross validation of 59.9% and 0.735 respectively. In
surveying the confusion matrix (Figure 8) the model demonstrated similar accuracy for each class as
the training model – 89.9% for aPTT class <70 seconds; 49.2% for aPTT class >100 seconds; 7.8%
for aPTT class 70-100 seconds. 

Figure 8: Multi-classification confusion matrix for external validation

Discussion 
This study reports the development and external validation of a ML model for the prediction of an
aPTT following bolus and maintenance dosing of UFH. The ML models were developed using EHR
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data from four Australian hospitals with the best performing approach producing an ensemble with
4x LightGBM models, with a RMSE of 31.35. As a multi-classification task, the ensemble model
achieved an accuracy of 59.9% and an AUC of 0.735. External validation, in a new patient cohort at
a  fifth hospital  showed similar  results  with an RMSE of 30.52 for the prediction model  and an
accuracy of 56.8% and AUC of 0.724 for the multiclassification model. 
The final model relied on 93 features, some expected such as weight and baseline aPTT and bolus
dose,  with others novel  to  this  study and contemporary clinical  knowledge.  The most  important
clinically informative novel features were the time between administration of the bolus dose and first
post-dose aPTT assay, age, and baseline aPTT. Baseline aPTT, maintenance UFH dose, and time
between bolus and aPTT as a grouped feature had the highest relative importance.
UFH is  considered a  high-risk drug with a  small  therapeutic  window, therefore  requires  patient
specific dosing to ensure safety and effectiveness  [1, 7]. Determining the optimal initial bolus and
maintenance  dosing  of  UFH  therapy  is  challenging  due  to  the  many  unknown  variables  that
contribute  to  its  anticoagulant  response.  Initial  bolus  dosing  based  on  body  weight  is  currently
preferred  over  fixed  dosing  to  reduce  the  risk  of  recurrent  of  bleeding  or  recurrent  venous
thromboembolism  [19]. Nomograms and regular aPTT monitoring which guides subsequent dose
adjustments increases the proportion of patients achieving a target therapeutic aPTT range  [6, 8].
However, local data (Figure 4) derived from 2783 patient episodes suggests this target is achieved in
as few as 22% of patients administered UFH. 
While new anticoagulants such as direct-acting oral anticoagulants  (DOACs) and low molecular
weight  UFHs (LMWHs) have similar  effectiveness  to  UFH in in  thromboembolic  disease,  UFH
retains an extensive role in hospital practice because of its several advantages [1, 2]. Current dosing
is  based  on  nomograms,  drug  action  can  be  quickly  reversed  if  required,  the  response  can  be
monitored using aPTT, and its short half-life ensures the drug is quickly eliminated if urgent surgery
is required or bleeding occurs. 
Using ML to derive a predictive model offers a possible approach for more accurately predicting
individual  response  to  initial  bolus  dosing  of  UFH.  This  will  assist  clinicians  in  estimating  the
optimal bolus dose. Developing, testing and deploying these models are becoming more feasible
with  the  advent  of  large  digitised  datasets  such  as  EHRs  [22,  26,  50];  systems  that  are  being
implemented  in  Australia.  Our  study  demonstrates  that  many  other  features  exist  beyond  the
traditional weight-based calculations to select the best UFH bolus dose. This has the potential to
improve the safety profile of UFH. EHR data now allows the opportunity to start using model-based
dosing strategies and the ability to develop continuous learning ML models in the future [51]. 
ML is increasingly being used in early phase drug development [22, 26, 50], and post marketing dose
design, in particular for high-risk drugs with narrow therapeutic targets such as warfarin  [52-55],
insulin  [56], digoxin  [57], immunosuppressants and chemotherapeutics  [58]. Using ML models to
guide dosing of UFH in acutely ill, unstable medical patients to minimise thromboembolic events
and bleeding events would be an important advance. In developing such models, as shown in our
work, a collaborative approach whereby clinicians and data informaticians work in close consultation
is essential. Our study utilized researchers, data engineers, haematologists, pharmacists, and medical
practitioners  in  its  design  and conduct.  This  is  essential  to  develop useable  AI  solutions  in  the
hospitals setting [59].
In  this  study we  used  an  ensemble  approach  with  supervised  learning.  Five  other  studies  have
reported using supervised learning in developing models to assist with UFH dosing [29, 30, 32, 34,
36]. To date, while three report accuracy [32, 33, 38] superior to that of our ensemble approach, these
models were restricted to ICU datasets from the US and China and are therefore not generalisable to
the general medical and surgical wards of hospitals where UFH is most frequently administered. 
Furthermore, compared with all existing studies of ML in UFH dosing, ours was the only one, apart
from one small external validation in haemodialysis setting [31, 60] to evaluate model performance
when  applied  to  new  unseen  data.  External  validation  is  considered  an  essential  step  prior  to
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assessing efficacy in a randomised controlled trial and subsequent implementation in routine practice
[59, 61]. 
The stage is now set for a feasibility study for the implementation of the model in hospital clinical
workflows and, if successful, to proceed to a randomised clinical trial comparing current standard
practice with model-guided bolus dosing in assessing its clinical utility. Implementing the model into
routine practice requires an easily accessible decision support platform that can prepopulate most if
not all the features within the model from the EHR, without the need for manual input by clinicians.
The model  will  need to  rapidly provide  guidance  at  the exact  time of  decision-making and not
require end-users to undertake extensive training in its use [62, 63].

Limitations 
Our model was developed and validated using data from EHRs of five Queensland hospitals and
therefore should be tested in other healthcare systems that use EHRs. The modelling approach only
applies to adult inpatients admitted to the general medical and surgical specialties. Furthermore, this
modelling approach was intended for prediction of aPTT after a prespecified bolus and maintenance
dose and as such further work is required to allow dose calculation. 
Some  features  (such  as  activities  of  daily  living  assessments),  which  were  included  in  the  93
influential  features  may  not  always  be  available  at  the  time  of  dosing  UFH  and  appropriate
surrogates should be considered in future iterations of the model. It is also important to consider the
level of data standardization within EHR data sets that may limit the applicability and usefulness of
ML derived [64]. For example, differences in how features are measured (e.g. the weight and height
using different scales) or differences in aPTT assays or different locations of data in EHR may all
affect model performance and generalisability. 

Conclusion
This study reports the development and validation of an auto ML built ensemble modelling approach
for  predicting  aPTT results  and  determining  their  therapeutic  classification  within  12  hours  of
administration of a de novo UFH bolus accompanied with a UFH infusion. The ML models were
developed using retrospective data from EHRs of four hospitals relating to the care of acutely ill non-
ICU,  non-dialysis  adult  patients  receiving  parenteral  UFH.  These  models  were  shown  to  have
consistent performance when applied to an external dataset from a fifth hospital. To our knowledge,
this is the first study of ML regression and multi-classification models applied to UFH dosing that
has used auto ML tools in model development and conducted external validation. Future work should
include optimisation of model performance and its redesign and incorporation into a dose calculation
software tool which can be easily utilized by clinicians at the point of care.
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Appendix 1. List of initial data tables collected from EHR for the participants and whether they were used in
the blending and modelling.

Table Description

NUMBER
OF

FEATURE
S POST

BLENDIN
G

Number of
features post
engineering

Reason for change

Encounters
data 

Patient  data  such  as
age, sex, etc

10 11 Medical  Service  was  grouped
into three categories (Cardiology,
Surgery and General Medicine).
Dropped ATSI* due to low counts

APTT aPTT  test  times  and
results

4 6 Cyclical  transformation  of  aPTT
time created 3 features.

Pathology  All pathology tests 47 40 Dropped  multicollinearity
features.

UFH All  UFH
administrations

6 8 Added calculated features

Medications  All  administered
medications

1 1 Medications  were  grouped  with
the help of pharmacists to create
3 groups. We dropped antibiotics
and sedative due to low counts
and kept antimicrobial group.

Locations  Patients  ward
transfers

2 2 -

ADLs  Activities of daily living
data

1 1 -

Diagnosis  Recorded  patient
diagnoses

1 3 Diagnosis  grouped  into  three
categories (Acute coronary, VTE,
and other)

Measurements Patient weight, height,
etc

2 3 Added size (calculated) feature =
Weight/ Height

Powerplan Patient  PowerPlan
data. 

1 4 Powerplan  grouped  into  four
categories  (ACS,  DVT,
Warfarin, or Low Target)

Vital signs All patient vital signs 8 8 -

Waterlow  All Waterlow results 6 6 -

Blood
transfusions 

All blood transfusions 2  - Low counts

IV lines Recorded  IV-line
insertions

1  - Low counts

Procedures  All patient procedures 6  - Low counts

TOTAL 98 93

ATSI: An Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person.
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Appendix 2. Post engineering features with correlation score to target aPTT 

Data Source Feature Name CORRELATI
ON  (P-
VALUE)

Description (Data Transformation Method Used)

Encounters
Data

Age 0.12 (<.01) Age of the patient (Y-JPT)
Australia/  NZ
Indicator

-0.04 (.056)

Whether  the  patient’s  country  of  birth  (COB)  is
Australia or NZ (1) or not (0). If missing it is imputed
to 1.

Cardiology
-0.07 (<.01)

Indicates  whether  the  patient’s  medical  service  is
cardiology.

General Medical
 0.001 (.95)

Indicates  whether  the  patient’s  medical  service  is
general medicine.

Surgery
0.065 (<.01)

Indicates  whether  the  patient’s  medical  service  is
surgery.

COB Latitude
0.013 (.53)

Country  of  birth  latitude.  If  missing  imputed  to
Australia latitude.

COB Longitude
 -0.036 (.09)

Country  of  birth  longitude.  If  missing  imputed  to
Australia longitude.

Female  0.089 (<.01) Indicates whether the patient is female.
Male  -0.089

(<.01)
Indicates whether the patient is male.

Hours in Hospital 0.18 (<.01) Hours since encounter start time. (Y-JPT)
Married  -0.002 (.91) Indicates whether the patient is currently married.

aPTT Day Cosine -0.02 (.27) APTT Date Time converted to a day, hour, and month
features using a cyclical  transformation (7, 24, and
12)

Hour Cosine 0.05 (.01)
Month Cosine -0.004 (.84)
Baseline APTT

0.33 (<.01)
The APTT result preceding the bolus. Imputed to 30
if missing or older than 24 hours.

Baseline  APTT
imputed -0.24 (<.01)

Indicates  whether  the baseline  APTT was imputed
(1/0)

Baseline  APTT
minutes -0.24 (<.01)

Minutes between the baseline APTT and the target.
Imputed to 1440 (24 hours) if missing.

UFH UFH Bolus dose  0.03 (.172) Bolus dose units (Y-JPT)
Minutes between
UFH  bolus  and
aPTT 0.26 (<.01)

Minutes  between  the  bolus  and  the  APTT  test.
(MMT)

UFH  bolus  time
calculated

 -0.213
(<.01)

(UFH  bolus  dose)/  (UFH  minutes  between  bolus
aPTT). (Y-JPT)

UFH  bolus  size
calculated

 -0.232
(<.01)

(Measure_Weight  /  Measure_Height)  *  (UFH bolus
time calculated). (Y-JPT)

UFH
maintenance

0.25 (<.01)

The  cumulative  maintenance  (0-25,000  units)  that
the patient has received at the time of the APTT test.
Derived  from  the  lapsed  proportion  of  the
Infuse_Over  time  *  25,000.  Maintenance  stoppage
(indicated in the Powerplan table) has been factored
into this. (MMT)

Minutes between
UFH
maintenance
begin & aPTT 0.24 (<.01)

Minutes  between the  maintenance  start  and  APTT
test. (MMT)

Minutes between
UFH  bolus  &
UFH
maintenance
begin

 -0.099
(<.01)

Minutes between the maintenance start  and bolus.
(Y-JPT)

UFH  effective
bolus

 -0.041 (.06)

If  UFH  maintenance  has  been  stopped  for  >  90
minutes  this  value  is  imputed  to  0.  If  the  minutes
between maintenance and bolus are between 0 and
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90, this value is equal to UFH_Bolus_Dose * (90 –
(UFH minutes between bolus & maintenance begin) /
90). (Y-JPT)

Medications Antimicrobial
 -0.003 (.89)

Indicates whether the patient received Antimicrobial
or not (1,0)

ADL ADLs

-0.001 (.94)

Indicates whether daily activities are independent (0)
or require assistance (1). Imputed to 0 if missing or
older than 1 week.

Locations Total Locations
0.065 (<.01)

Number of times the patient has changed rooms per
encounter. (Y-JPT)

Unique
Locations 0.059 (<.01)

Number  of  unique  locations  the  patient  has  been
relocated to. (Y-JPT)

Powerplan ACS  -0.071
(<.01)

Each  feature  is  an  indicator  of  the  patient’s  UFH
PowerPlan (ACS, DVT, Warfarin or Low Target)

DVT  0.11 (<.01)
Low Target  -0.066

(<.01)
Warfarin  -0.018 (.41)

Diagnoses Acute Coronary
-0.07 (<.01)

Indicates  whether  the  patient  has  been diagnosed
with acute coronary 

VTE
-0.005 (.82)

Indicates  whether  the  patient  has  been diagnosed
with acute VTE 

Other 0.003 (.86) Other diagnosis
Measurements Height  -0.081

(<.01)
Patient’s measured height. (Y-JPT)

Weight -0.11 (<.01) Patient’s measured weight. (Y-JPT)
Size (Calculated)  -0.086

(<.01)
Measure_Weight / Measure_Height. (Y-JPT)

Vital Signs

(readings  are
imputed  if
missing or older
than  12  hours,
using  centroid
values  of  k-
means
clustering  with
k=10)

DBP
 -0.038 (.07)

Patient’s Diastolic Blood Pressure(mmHg). (Y-JPT)

SBP  -0.028
(.207)

Patient’s Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg). (Y-JPT)

Mean  AP  Cuff
Calc

 -0.038
(.078)

Patient’s  Mean Arterial  Pressure  (MAP)  calculated.
(Y-JPT)

Peripheral  Pulse
Rate

 -0.103
(<.01)

Patients pulse rate in beats per minute. (Y-JPT)

O2 Flow Rate
 0.056 (.01)

Flow rate of oxygen (in Litres) if patient required . (Y-
JPT)

Assisted O2  -0.007 (.75) Assisted O2. (Y-JPT)
SpO2  0.033 (.127) Blood Oxygen saturation (%).(Y-JPT)
Temperature

 0.011 (.604)
Temperature readings were coalesced into one field
to make the data less sparse. (Y-JPT)

Pathology
Results

(results  are
imputed  if
missing or older
than  7  days,
using  centroid
values  of  k-
means
clustering  with
k=10)

Albumin Level  0.006 (.78) Patient Albumin level. (Y-JPT)
Alkaline
Phosphatase -0.044 (<.05)

Patient’s  Alkaline  Phosphatase  (ALP)  level,
measured in Units/L. (Y-JPT)

Anion Gap
 -0.028 (.19)

Patient’s  Anion  gap  (ie.  (sodium+ p  otassium  )  -
(Chloride + Bicarbonate)) in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)

Bicarbonate
Level  0.021 (.33)

Patient’s Bicarbonate level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)

Bilirubin Conj
 0.053 (.014)

Patient’s  conjugated  bilirubin  level  (in  µmol/L). (Y-
JPT)

C  Reactive
Protein

 -0.014
(.527)

Patient’s C-Reactive Protein (CRP) in mg/L. (Y-JPT)

Calcium Level
 0.005 (.79)

Patient’s Calcium level in mmol/L (not corrected for
albumin). (Y-JPT)

Chloride Level  0.041 (.06) Patient’s Chloride level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)
Cholesterol  -0.034

(.118)
Patient’s Total Cholesterol level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)
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Cholesterol HDL  -0.046
(.037)

Patient’s  High  Density  Lipoprotein  level  in  mmol/L.
(Y-JPT)

Creatine Kinase  0.014 (.515) Patient’s Creatinine Kinase (CK) level In U/L. (Y-JPT)
Creatinine  0.033 (.12)  Patient’s serum creatinine level in µmol/L. (Y-JPT)
cTroponin I

 0.029 (.189)
Patient’s cardiac troponin I (cTnI) level assay in ng/L.
(Y-JPT)

Eosinophils
 0.025 (.23)

Patient’s  Eosinophil  Count,  (measured  as  x  109/L
cells). (Y-JPT)

Fibrinogen
Derived

 -0.037
(.089)

Patient’s  plasma factor  I  (fibrinogen)  level,  derived
from Prothrombin time in g/L. (Y-JPT)

Gamma GT
 -0.041 (.06)

Patient’s  Gamma  glutamyltransferase  (GGT)  level,
measured in Units/L. (Y-JPT)

Globulin
 -0.042 (.06)

Patient’s globulin (ie. total protein – albumin) level in
g/L. (Y-JPT)

Glucose Level  -0.1 (<.01) Patient’s blood glucose level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)
Haemoglobin  -0.04 (.06) Patient’s Haemoglobin (Hb) in g/L. (Y-JPT)
HbA1c NGSP

 0.024 (.268)
Patient’s glycohaemoglobin (HbA1c) level (in %). (Y-
JPT)

INR  0.068 (<.01) Patient’s International Normalised Ratio. (Y-JPT)
Lactate
Dehydrogenase  -0.018 (.39)

Patient’s  Lactate  Dehydrogenase  (LD)  level,
measured in Units/L. (Y-JPT)

Lymphocytes
 -0.001 (.98)

Patient’s  Lymphocyte Count,  (measured as  x 109/L
cells). (Y-JPT)

Magnesium
Level  0.024 (.27)

Patient’s Magnesium level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)

MCV 0.073 (<.01) Patient’s Mean Cell Volume (MCV) in fL. (Y-JPT)
Monocytes  -0.063

(<.01)
Patient’s  Monocyte  Count,  (measured  as  x  109/L
cells). (Y-JPT)

Neutrophils  -0.127
(<.01)

Patient’s  Neutrophil  Count,  (measured  as  x  109/L
cells). (Y-JPT)

Phosphate Level  0.017 (.42) Patient’s Phosphate level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)
Platelet Count  -0.069

(<.01)
. (Y-JPT)

Potassium Level  -0.031
(.146)

Patient’s Potassium level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)

Protein Total  -0.022
(.316)

Patient’s total serum protein level in g/L. (Y-JPT)

Prothrombin
Time  0.042 (.055)

Patient’s Prothrombin time (PT) in seconds. (Y-JPT)

Red Cell Count  -0.054
(.013)

Patient’s Red Blood Cell (RBC) Count, (measured as
x 1012/L cells). (Y-JPT)

Thyroid
Stimulating
Hormone  0.04 (.064)

Patient’s Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH) level in
mIU/L. (Y-JPT)

Total  HDL  Chol
ratio  0.01 (.655)

Ratio of Total Cholesterol to High density lipoprotein
(HDL). (Y-JPT)

Triglyceride  0.029 (.189) Patient’s Triglyceride (TG) level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)
Urate  0.032 (.14) Patient’s Urate level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)
Urea  0.014 (.521) Patient’s Urea level in mmol/L. (Y-JPT)
Urea Creat  -0.02 (.354) Urine Creatinine (mmol/24hr). (Y-JPT)
White Cell Count  -0.117

(<.01)
Patient’s White Blood Cell (WBC) Count, (measured
as x 109/L cells). (Y-JPT)

Waterlow Diabetes  0.04 (.06) Indicates whether the patient has diabetes
Healthy Skin  -0.072

(<.01)
Indicates whether a patient has healthy skin

Mobility  0.028 (.2) Patient mobility score (0-5)
Neuro  deficiency
diagnosis  0.041 (.06)

Indicates  whether  the  patient  has  a  neurological
deficiency diagnosis
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Smoking  -0.016 (.46) Indicates whether the patient is a smoker
WL Score

 0.13 (<.01)
Transformed continuous value for  patient  Waterlow
score. (Y-JPT)

CLUSTER Features  from
multiple tables

-0.1 (<.01)

K-means clustering into 8 clusters (10 starting seeds)
using  all  features  except  the  APTT  Result  and
cyclical datetime features.

Y-JPT: Yeo-Johnson Power Transformation. MMT: Min-Max Transformation
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Appendix 3. Heatmaps showing correlations between different features and outcome

1- Measurements Table: No strong correlations were seen between height and aPTT result however a

slight negative correlation occurred with weight. This slightly negative correlation of weight with aPTT

at -0.095 may therefore be the result of the capping of UFH bolus dose at 2500, 5000 and 8000 units

irrespective of weight as seen in section 5.1 above.

2- Encounter Table: The highest correlations between encounters features and aPTT result were age

(plotted below) and gender, however these are still quite low at 0.13 and 0.096 respectively.

3- aPTT Table:  Overall,  the  aPTT result  did  not  correlate  heavily  with  any  feature.  The  strongest

correlation (Pearson’s coefficient of 0.291) was seen between aPTT result and the baseline aPTT.

Correlations  of  0.044  and  0.251  were  recorded  for  the  bolus  dose  and  UFH  maintenance,

respectively.

4- Vital  Signs Table:  No strong correlations  were seen  between vital  sign features and  APTT,  the

strongest being peripheral pulse rate (-0.046). Strong correlations were seen, however, between both

DBP/ SBP and AP Cuff Calc.
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5- Power-plan Table: The highest correlations between Power plan indication and aPTT result was DVT

at 0.127. The ACS and low target power plans were slightly negatively correlated with aPTT value.

These plans often cap the bolus dose at 5000 and 2500 units, respectively, and may be negatively

correlated with APTT for this reason.

6- Diagnosis Table:  Patient diagnoses indicators again showed little correlation with aPTT result, the

highest being acute coronary, which understandably has similar correlations with aPTT result as the

ACS PowerPlan.

7- Waterlow Table:  Waterlow score  showed the  strongest  correlation  with  aPTT however  this  was

relatively  low  (0.118).  Diabetes,  Healthy  skin,  mobility,  neurological  deficiency  diagnosis

understandably correlates strongly with WL score as they are factors that contribute to this metric.
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8- Pathology  Table:  The  strongest  correlations  for  pathology  results  occurred  between  aPTT and

Glucose Level (-0.064), Neutrophils (-0.063), INR (0.057), and Bicarbonate Level (0.055) however

these were rather low. White cell count had been cited in previous literature to be useful in predicting

aPTT result  as has INR. Very little correlation occurred between aPTT result  and other pathology

measures that have been previously used in studies predicting APTT ; Haemoglobin (0.011), Platelets

(-0.04), Creatinine (-0.015), Albumin Level (0.025), Urea (-0.04) and cholesterol (-0.04). Creatinine,

haemoglobin  and urea have been plotted below to  highlight  the box shaped dispersion of  these

results when compared to aPTT. Creatine is shown to be positively correlated with urea (0.684) and

negatively correlated with haemoglobin (-0.048).

9- Categorial features processing: The table below shows categorial fields identified in the data and if

they require grouping in case the number of distinct values were large. For example,  175 different

medications were  grouped into  three  classes,  but  then,  only  one group  (antimicrobial)  was used

because of low counts in the other two categories. Other features were also removed due to low

counts, such as ATSI (Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person) from the encounter data table, and

all the features from procedures, IV lines, and blood transfusions tables.

Table Features Number  of
values

Grouping (number
of groups)

Categories

Encounters Medical 31 Yes (3) Cardiology,  surgery,  and
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Data Service
patients

general medicine patients

Medications Order
Catalog

175 Yes (3) Antimicrobial,  antibiotics*,  and
sedative* medications

Diagnosis Diagnosis 755 Yes (3) Acute  Coronary,  VTE,  and
Other

Powerplan Powerplan 4 No (4) ACS,  DVT,  Warfarin,  and  Low
Target

*features were discarded due to low counts. Key: VTE = venous thromboembolism, ACS = acute coronary

syndrome, DVT = deep vein thrombosis.

10- Deleted  Features  form  Pathology:  we  removed  7  features  from  the  pathology  table  after  a

multicollinearity analysis showed they had very high correlation with other included pathology features

(Table below).

Feature Correlated (Deleted) Feature Pearson Correlation

HBA1C NGSP Est Average Glucose Level 0.996787819

HBA1C NGSP HbA1c IFCC 0.993378894

Chloride Level Sodium Level 0.988224057

Haemoglobin Haematocrit 0.988184823

Bilirubin Conj Bilirubin Total 0.959431629

Chloride Level Calcium Level Alb Corr 0.906861281

Chloride Level Osmolality Calculated 0.905099402
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Appendix 4. Dosing and monitoring nomogram used in Queensland, Australia. Retrieved from “State

of Queensland (Queensland Health). Heparin intravenous infusion order and administration form for

adults. 11th ed. Queensland 2018.” 
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